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Community
celebrates
Bakley’s life
By Tyler Francke
Opinion Editor

Amy Brooks • Photo Editor

Brothers of Beta Theta Pi take the plunge into the plastic pool during this year’s Polar Bear Dip. Donations were taken to help Haiti at this final event of the Greek
Winter Carnival. At the end of the weeklong event, the winning fraternity was Sigma Phi Epsilon and the winning sorority was Alpha Phi.

Gubernatorial race
veteran ready for
second shot in 2010
Hammer discusses UMaine, economy
Hammer said, and the University of Maine system is achieving mixed results.
“We’re doing world-class
things here at the University of Maine,” Hammer said.
Alex Hammer, an indepen- “[My concern] is in the area of
dent candidate in the Novem- leadership in the University of
ber 2010 Maine gubernatorial Maine System regarding the fielection, is not new to the race nancial crisis.”
The gubernatorial candidate
for Maine’s top executive position. He hopes his campaign doesn’t believe system Chanwill go better this time around. cellor Richard Pattenaude’s
In November 2005, two New Challenges, New Direcweeks after his announcement tions plan to save the system
money is bold enough.
for candidacy for the
He said some executive
2006 election, he was
directors in the system
hit by a pickup truck in
are making well over
his home city of Ban$150,000. He thinks
gor. He spent 29 days
they should be sharin the hospital and was
ing “in the sacrifice
in physical therapy for
and have some modest
almost a year and a
reduction in their salahalf.
ries as well.”
The accident, he
“They’re not usersaid, ended his camfriendly.
I mean, when
paign before it really
Hammer
you first walk in the
started. Hammer said
he used the time to prepare door [of the system office],
for another run for the Blaine as one example, the first thing
you see is a sign that says ‘this
House.
“I’ve spoken to thousands is a private building and no
of Mainers over the past three protests are allowed,’” Hamor four years. I’ve spoken to mer said.
He said many student reprobably 50 or 100 legislators.
I’ve spoken to business and po- sources at UMaine are vastly
litical leaders across the state,” underused and that many students don’t go to the Career
Hammer said.
These conversations led him Center until their last semesto draw his own conclusions ter.
“To me, that’s an incredible
about Maine’s state of affairs
waste. I think there should,
in the state.
“I think Maine is doing frankly, be a requirement that
before you graduate, you not
poorly,” Hammer said.
He said that he has sensed only have some career services
a general frustration in the but that you have some kind of
Maine people with regard to internship.” Hammer said. “I
think there should be more pristate government.
Education is “paramount”
to Maine’s economic future,
See Hammer on 

By Michael Shepherd
Staff Reporter
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More than 75 students, faculty and staff gathered in the Bangor Room of Memorial Union
on Thursday afternoon to celebrate the life of University of
Maine student Jordyn Bakley.
The 20-year-old from Camden
was killed in an apparent hitand-run three weeks ago.
Fifties doo-wop music played
softly over the speaker system
as attendees filed in to view pictures of Bakley, which decorated
both ends of the room. Vases of
fresh wildflowers — Bakley’s
favorite, according to her friend
Kristina Clements — sat atop
white tablecloths around the
room.
Though supported and encouraged by several departments, the idea was that of
Clements and several other of
friends of Bakley’s who wanted
to have an event for her on campus for those who couldn’t be at
her funeral.
Clements said she wanted
to help people with closure. “I
See Bakley on 

New SMA president hopeful for group’s future
Community association starts sluggish in first year since SG recognition
By Jennifer Vincent
Staff Reporter

Student Organizations
Changes in leadership and a
new dedication to community
involvement may be enough to
keep the University of Maine’s
Student Men’s Association in

good standing with Student
Government.
Over the course of the year,
and especially during the current
semester, SMA — UMaine’s
newest community association
— hasn’t been active on campus
or shown much growth in membership. There has not been an
SMA representative at senate, as

is required for community associations, since the first meeting
of the semester.
Student Government granted
final recognition to SMA in April
2009. It was formed to promote
the interests of men on campus,
provide education about issues
affecting men and be a resource
at UMaine. The association is

centered on men’s issues but is
open to all members of the campus community.
Fourth-year political science student and Vice President
for Student Affairs Samantha
Shulman spoke to the former
president of SMA early in the
See SMA on 

Rebekah Doherty • Assistant Photo Editor

The remains of the rental unit at 34 Pine St. on Sunday morning.

Fire marshal ceases investigation of Pine Street fire
Orono
The cause of the Feb. 12 fire
that gutted an Orono building
and displaced four University
of Maine students will remain
undetermined, the state fire mar-

shal’s office said Friday.
Sgt. Tim York of the state fire
marshal’s office said a state electrical inspector, who visited the
building on Wednesday, was unable to pinpoint the cause of the
fire. York said the office will not
continue with an investigation.

“It appears to be an accidental
fire, but there is no way to tell definitively what caused the fire,”
York said.
The fire at 34 Pine St., which
started around 7 p.m., originated
in a first-floor bedroom. Nobody
was injured, but it appears one

Opinion - 6
What “Avatar”
really says about
imperialism
The University of Maine student newspaper since 1875

cat died in the fire.
The building, which was insured, was owned by Donna and
Steven Williams of Portland.
Dean of Students Robert
Dana said the university is assisting the students displaced by
the fire.

Sports - 12
McNally’s doubledouble paces UM
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Word of Mouth
What are your spring break plans?

Maine Bound kayak trip.

Eve Christiansen
Exchange Student
Social Work

I’m working and doing
partnership hours for
clinicals.

Emily Powell
Third-year
Nursing

Andrew Catalina • Production Manager

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity brothers performed a skit based on “The Lion King” during Thursday’s Greek Winter Carnival talent show.

Not much. Hanging out
with family and helping
my mom settle into her
new house.

Marc Halverson
Third-year
Communication

Writing my capstone
thesis for honors.

Corey Bean
Fourth-year
English

Hanging out with my
husband and going
coyote hunting.

Kassandra Weese
Third-year
Art Education

Staying home and
probably going surfing
and skiing.

Hillary Scannell
First-year
Marine Science

I might go to Quebec
City.

Hillary O’Donnell
Fourth-year
Nutrition

Sparse attendance at tobacco forums
This article was written by
Lisa Haberzettl, Assistant News
Editor, and Dylan Riley, for The
Maine Campus
Despite continued controversy surrounding the Tobacco
Free Campus Initiative, recent
open forums covering the proposed policy have seen meager
audiences.
The Tobacco Free Campus
Committee has hosted two open
forums since Faculty Senate
voted to delay implementation
of the initiative. The Feb. 8 forum saw fewer than 40 attendees, several of whom were committee members, and the Feb. 18
forum had an audience of 23.
Polly Moutevelis-Burgess,
who co-heads the committee,
said the attendance at the Feb.
8 meeting “wasn’t as strong as I
thought it would be.”
The forums were scheduled
after Faculty Senate’s University Environment Committee recommended more public input at
its Jan. 27 meeting. The senate
asked the Tobacco Free Campus
Committee to gather more data
and input from the University of
Maine community and is wary
about unknowns surrounding
the initiative, including complications with quitting tobacco
use and traveling off campus to
smoke.
“We would never, ever tell
people that this is what you
should do, that you should get in
vehicles and go off campus and
things like that. It’s not up to us;
that is up to the individual to
talk about and deal with themselves,” said Lauri Sidelko, director of Alcohol and Drug Education Programs at UMaine.
Dan Belknap, head of the
University Environment Committee, expressed concerns

By LeeAnne Duda

The Maine Campus welcomes corrections or clarifications to its articles. Please e-mail all such content to
eic@mainecampus.com. Errors in opinion articles will
be corrected on the opinion pages.
An article on Page 1 of Thursday’s issue of The Maine
Campus about gubernatorial candidate Bruce Poliquin
said the average cost of tuition at a four-year public
university for the 2009-2010 school year was $7,020
per semester for an in-state student. The average cost is
in fact $7,020 per year.
An article on Page B1 of the Feb. 15 issue of The
Maine Campus about “The Vagina Monologues” said
production’s proceeds went to the City of Hope. The
proceeds went to the City of Joy.

of work. The consultant helped
the committee gather information.
Approximately 350 college
campuses in the United States
are tobacco-free. Of those,
Kennebec Valley Community
College is the only campus in
Maine. Several colleges were
consulted by the committee
on how similar policies have
worked, including the University of North Dakota, the University of Arkansas and Ozark
Community College. Moutevelis-Burgess said many of them

“Making smoking not allowed on campus
won’t stop people from smoking. It will
just change the places they do it.”
Isaac Barnes
UMaine student at TFCC public forum
year, the initiative would be
announced. The second year
would ask for voluntary compliance. The third year would likely mean full implementation of
the policy, but Moutevelis-Burgess noted enforcement is up to
the UMaine administration.
The initiative is part of a
larger effort to turn UMaine
into “a healthy place to learn,
work and live,” according to an
informational packet that was
available at the forums. Sidelko
said the committee hopes the
policy will help reduce health
insurance and health care costs
for the UMaine community. According to Belknap, the senate
did not see an immediate benefit to health insurance policies
and feels secondhand smoke is a
small problem on campus.
The committee enlisted the
aid of a consultant for 20 hours

reported a drop in tobacco use
after implementing policies.
The impact of enrollment
was an issue the committee
discussed with other colleges.
Moutevelis-Burgess said not
being able to smoke on campus
could affect potential students’
decisions to come to UMaine,
where students who smoke
might choose to attend a different college.
According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention,
tobacco-related health complications cause more deaths than
any other health issue in the
United States, including complications from HIV, illegal
drug use, alcohol, car injuries,
suicide and murders combined.
A report released this year by
Maine Department of Health and
Human Services showed that
one-third of youths who begin

smoking cigarettes become addicted, and one-third of youths
who continue to smoke will
suffer a tobacco-related death.
According to the Campaign for
Tobacco Free Kids, approximately 2,200 Maine adults die
from tobacco-related diseases
each year. Of those deaths, 190
are caused by exposure to secondhand smoke.
The committee insists that
forcing people to quit smoking
is not its intent. The initiative is
meant to prevent people from
smoking on campus, not prevent them from smoking at all,
Sidelko said.
“A person does not need to
quit smoking,” Sidelko said.
Moutevelis-Burgess
said
smoking is a person’s right and
“we need to respect that.”
Belknap’s committee voiced
concerns that the initiative is
more about punishing smokers
than encouraging community
members to choose healthier
lifestyles. The committee has
not recommended smokers carpool off campus to smoke.
During the question and
answer portion of the Feb. 8
forum, student Sen. Nathaniel
Wildes voiced his opinion on
the issue of enforcement.
“When entertainers came,
especially to the CCA, we informed them that smoking was
prohibited,” and they were understanding, Wildes said. Liza
Minnelli – an American singer
and actress — was the most
recent performer allowed to
smoke in a dressing room when
she performed in 2006.
Wildes also expressed concerns about the existing rule that
requires people to smoke 20 feet
away from building entries.
See TFCI on 

Guest lecturer outlines how to get straight A’s No serious
injuries in
pedestrian,
auto incident
For The Maine Campus

Corrections...

about the issue of enforcing a
tobacco-free policy for campus
visitors, including entertainers at the Collins Center for the
Arts. He said the committee’s
main concern surrounding the
proposed policy has been the
marginalization of smokers and
whether allowing a further restraint on smoking would be too
much.
At the Feb. 18 forum,
Moutevelis-Burgess and Sidelko said the policy, if adopted,
would be implemented over
three years. During the first

A Harvard University professor came to the University of
Maine to teach students through
his lecture, “How to Get Straight
A’s in College.”
Jonathan Farley, who was invited to UMaine by the computer
science department, is giving
lectures throughout February as
part of the Visiting Libra Diversity Professorship. The professorship is awarded “to identify,
recognize and honor those individuals, units and organizations
that are committed to diversity
work,” according to the institute’s Web site.
“He’s interested in many
subjects — done work, inquired
or had connections in a wide variety of subjects,” said George
Markowsky, chairman of the department of computer science.
Farley said he first attempted
his “Straight A’s” lecture in the
1990s for a class at the University of California, Berkley.
“Initially it was crafted for
African Americans at Berkley,
some of which were student activists who had been previously
neglecting their grades,” Farley
said. His goal was for them to
“realize the importance of keeping up with their grades.”
Twenty years later, during

his first appearance at UMaine,
Farley shared his success strategy for how he got straight A’s at
Harvard University.
The lecture was held in Room
113 of Neville Hall and lasted
roughly an hour, during which
Farley examined the fundamental principles he believed made

“Work hard, do all the
work and don’t skip
class. Do everything.“
Jonathan Faley
Visiting Libra Diversity
Professor
him successful. These elements
included choosing the right classes, preparing for work ahead of
time, studying, letting professors
know you understand material
and fighting for points.
Farley talked about choosing the right courses in terms of
striking a balance.
“Don’t be idealistic,” Farley
said. “Start at the correct level.”
The professor lectured about not
taking classes just because they
look interesting. Auditing classes
was also encouraged.
“You can get something out
of a class without being enrolled
in it.” Farley said.

Farley said researching courses before enrolling and getting to
know professors are crucial elements to his plan of success.
Although it requires hard
work and time to get straight A’s,
Farley believes following these
steps will allow this goal to become a reality.
Michael Beal, a new media
student, argued against Farley’s
idea.
“The problem with a lot of
these lectures is a lot of people
focus on their own experiences
and how they perceive other
people to be,” Beal said. “ They
don’t really take themselves out
of that and put themselves in
other people’s situations. It’s unfair to say that everyone can do
this.”
Beal attended the lecture
and was not convinced Farley’s
plan could help anyone without
the time necessary to follow the
steps presented in the lecture.
“A lot of it is common sense,
and it is ideal if you have the
time,” Beal said. “And time is
the biggest thing. That’s the only
way I could see it working,”
Farley said that with enough
time and motivation, these key
elements will lead students to
success.
“Work hard, do all the work
and don’t skip classes,” Farley
said. “Do everything.”

By Lisa Haberzettl
Assistant News Editor

Two pedestrians were struck
by a car near the intersection of
Flagstaff and Long roads shortly before 7 p.m. Wednesday,
according to responding officer
Shane Hughes.
Two University of Maine police cruisers and a UMaine Volunteer Ambulance Corps ambulance were at the scene after the
driver of the vehicle called 911.
A white sedan was parked on
the side of Gannett Road with
its hazard lights on, although
it is not clear if the car was involved in the incident.
Dean of Students Robert
Dana and UMaine spokesman
Joseph Carr said that despite
sustaining minor injuries, neither victim was taken to the
hospital.
“The ambulance came as
they always do,” said Dana.
“Luckily they were OK.”
Pending further investigation, police would not release the
names of any parties involved.
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A night of storytelling
Laughter filled the basement
of Dunn Hall as storyteller Jeremiah Miner stood with his
hands clenched like claws, his
eyes nearly popping out of their
sockets in a blank stare. The
audience sat captivated with
delighted smiles as Miner continued to tell about the pranks
and adventures of his family in
a Utah meat shop.
February 17 marked the
first StorySmash event at the
University of Maine, inspired
by The Moth, a nonprofit storytelling organization in New
York City. The organization
hosts storytelling events for
anyone who would like to
share a true tale on stage without notes.
The Moth also produces
The Moth Radio Hour and podcasts of its events. The live performances are sometimes large
enough to fill a stadium and

have sold out shows across the
country within 48 hours since
it’s been running.
On campus, StorySmash was
an open event where people
were invited to listen and share
a story for five to 10 minutes
without notes. Sarita Field, a
graduate student in the communication and journalism department, came up with the idea
with Professor Kristin Langellier who studies narrative communication. Field helped plan
the event along with Miner,
Nora Seitz and Ashley Pelkey,
fellow graduate students.
“I was really excited because I listen to The Moth on
the radio,” Field said.
She confidently told her
story, which she shared many
times before, and considered it
a “get-to-know Sarita” kind of
story.
“Although I did sign up to go

seventh,” she said. “I wanted to
see other people go first.”
Her tales of childhood hypochondria drew more laughter
from the crowd as she explained
how she thought she caught the
plague at a young age.
“What’s the plague? What’s
that do? What’s that about?”
Field said sarcastically.
Seitz, the master of ceremonies for the evening, took a
break from her duties to share
a personal story as well. She
explained how her husband
proposed to her and the interesting people she met in his
hometown the night he popped
the question.
“She had written a sequel
to ‘Pride and Prejudice’ called
‘Honor & Humility,’” she said,
mocking the new woman who
lived in her husband’s childhood home.
In total, 18 people were in at-



These aren’t your typical bedtime stories
By Melinda Hart • For The Maine Campus
tendance, with 10 storytellers.
“I’m happy with the turnout,” Seitz said.
“The Moth was founded
by a writer from the South.
When he moved to New York,
he missed sitting out on the
porch, telling stories with
friends while moths would fly
around the lights,” she added.
For the small campfire-like
atmosphere reminiscent of the
original storytelling tradition,
Seitz said 18 attendees was
the perfect amount of people.
The event was posted to communication and journalism department forums, the thought
being that people outside the
department wouldn’t understand what the event was and
would be unlikely to go. However, more than communication students participated.
Shane Perry, an independent radio producer and mem-

ber of the Air National Guard,
shared a story about his first
experience in Iraq. With a firm
grip on his coffee mug, Perry
comically detailed the events
of driving a bus through a
minefield without depth perception and with little success.
“Finally someone else who
knew how to drive a standard
volunteered to drive,” he said.
At the end of his tale,
Seitz gestured to the table of
refreshments. “You deserve
a cookie for that,” she said.
“You deserve two cookies.”
StorySmash was co-sponsored by the Communication
and Journalism Graduate Student Association and Langellier’s graduate seminar in Aesthetic Communication.
The association was created
last year to encourage community among graduate students

in and out of the department.
They advocate for graduate
students and teaching assistants. The group is recognized
and funded by the UMaine
Graduate Student Government
and holds professional and
academic development events
and social events.
As the event concluded,
people complimented each
other’s stories and discussed
other tales they considered
sharing with the group.
While clearing the snack
table at the end of the night,
Seitz, Field and Langellier
talked about putting on another StorySmash. They discussed advertising it across
campus, or how it may grow
by word-of-mouth. They were
very pleased with the turnout
of their first attempt, and hope
to hold another StorySmash
later in the semester.

Andrew Prindle • The Maine Campus

Jeremiah Miner, a UMaine communication graduate student, tells of a childhood accident in his father’s butcher shop during StorySmash in the basement of Dunn Hall Wednesday.

Think Summer University!
The University of Maine’s Summer University offers more than 600 courses throughout the summer designed to meet the
diverse needs of lifelong learners offered on-campus and at selected off-campus sites, including the University of Maine’s
Hutchinson Center. Over l00 courses are offered online worldwide and through interactive televised technologies.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Graduate Early
Lighten Your Semester Course Load
Take Advantage of Lower Tuition $ Before Fall Increases
Enjoy Smaller Class Sizes
Be Inside During Black Fly Season
Earn Three Credits in Three Weeks!
Choose from 19 Flexible Calendars
Select From Over 600 Courses

• Further Your Career With Professional Development
Courses
• Take Online Courses at Home While on Summer Break
• Travel and Study
• Take a Course Outside Your Major
• Find Plentiful Parking!
• Enjoy a UMAINE Summer

...on-campus, on-line, on-site...
Register Early – Classes Fill Quickly – Registration Begins February 26

Summer Schedules: May 10 – August 20
Schedule of Courses and Registration Information

umaine.edu/summeruniversity
or call 207-581-3143

UMAINE

2010 SUMMER UNIVERSITY

A Member of the University of Maine System
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“I think that our purpose is to
educate people about male-relatfrom Page 1
ed issues and not just be a place
to hang out. It’s good that we
semester about how to get the have that element and everyone
organization back on its feet.
is welcome, but that alone does
“They have been having trou- not constitute an organization,”
ble remaining active, keeping Smith said.
membership up, finding meeting
Smith is interested in plantimes — just the normal prob- ning charity events or possibly
lems that clubs have,” she said.
organizing a lecture series to adShulman gave SMA until the dress issues that affect men. He
end of February to either show said his plans are not concrete,
improvement or have its recog- but he is working on several
nition revoked by Student Gov- ideas.
ernment.
“The charities I’m interested
Community
associations in are raising funds for testicu— which include SMA, Student lar cancer and raising awareness
Women’s Association, Wilde about fatherhood,” Smith said.
Stein Alliance for Sexual DiSMA’s faculty advisor George
versity and the Student Heritage Criner wants to see the group reAlliance Council — have more focus on its original objectives.
responsibilities and benefits than
“I think their stated guideregular student clubs, Shulman lines are good ones, they want
said. They are given a larger of- to advance men in society but
fice budget and office space but also they want to improve cammust send representatives to sen- pus community and make it a
ate meetings evmore harmoniery Tuesday and
ous community.
“I think that our
attend meetings
That’s what I
of the Student purpose is to educate would like them
Government
to do, work on
people about male- those things,”
president’s cabinet.
he said.
related issues and
Fourth-year
Shulman
not just be a place
history and phisaid that where
losophy student
SMA is a comto hang out.”
Tim Smith was
munity associaelected as the
Tim Smith tion, she would
new president
like to see it
President
of SMA on
have a greater
Student Men’s Association presence and
Thursday night.
Smith says the
permanence on
change in leadership was not campus.
the result of any conflict, either
“Other community associainternal or with Student Govern- tions have regular events that
ment.
they put on every year. Hope“There is no schism, there is fully SMA will find an event that
no internal issue. We still have will provide for men on camour members and it’s not a major pus,” she said.
conflict among us. It’s just someShulman says SMA has pothing that has changed,” he said. tential as a group but needs more
Former president Nicho- organization. She hopes Smith
las Dehaas was unavailable for will be able to get the group back
comment.
on track.
Smith describes SMA as be“I think he’s going to be doing in a reformative stage and ing a lot of work and planning
says other officer positions are over spring break, so we’ll see
not all filled at this time. He how the month of March goes,”
hopes a change in leadership she said.
will bring more energy to the asSmith said that in order to
sociation.
achieve his goals, he will need to
“The big conflict with the increase participation in SMA.
student organizations office was
“We are looking to get many
that we need to be providing more people involved with outa more tangible service in the reach and benefit events that we
community,” he said.
plan to put on,” Smith said. “We
Smith hopes to achieve that want and need more members.”
goal by increasing membership
SMA currently meets Thursand planning new events for the days at 9 p.m. in the Beta Theta
campus community. He said he Pi house, but Smith said the oris working on several ideas, al- ganization is currently looking at
though none of his plans are yet options to have the meeting earcomplete.
lier in the Memorial Union.

SMA

Photo courtesy Tony Llerena

Brothers and friends of Beta Theta Pi gather around the bonfire at Beta’s 17th annual sleep out to raise money for Rape Response
Services of Bangor.

Hammer

from Page 1
more private-public partnerships so that students at all
campuses really have a better
sense of what the careers are
in Maine.”
That, he said, would make
students more likely to go to
college in Maine and stay to
work after graduation.
Hammer advocates what he
calls a “three-step stabilize to
invest” approach for economic
strength and sustainability in
Maine: containment of government spending, global competitiveness, and improvement of
the business climate through

Bakley

from Page 1
hope this brings at least a small
amount of peace of mind to the
people who are hurting.”
One of Bakley’s favorite
places was the Orono Bogwalk
in the Bangor City Forest, Clements said. The store-bought
flowers were typical of what
grows at the bogwalk during
warmer seasons.
“We were supposed to walk
it together one day, but we ran
out of time,” Clements said. She
quickly corrected herself; “No,
we had time taken from us.”
Clements said many of Bakley’s friends have been banding
together for support after the
tragic loss.
“Some of us have never even

lower taxes and energy costs
and better education and infrastructure.
“Jobs and economic development are the real reason
I’m running,” Hammer said.
“Mainers are working harder
and harder for less money.”
“Maine has to leverage its
strengths,” Hammer said. Forestry, environmental, maritime
and agricultural sciences and
alternative energy are areas in
which Maine is already strong,
but could be much stronger, he
said.
Hammer referenced two interviews on UMaine’s student
radio station, WMEB 91.9, and
his Feb. 9 appearance in front
of UMaine’s General Student

Senate as ways he is reaching
out to students. He also said he
has “one or two people that are
coordinating as point people
with college campuses” and is
“working directly with college
students to be leaders on their
campuses.”
The candidate thinks his
background in and usage of
new media has led to Maine’s
most technologically advanced
and versatile campaign. He
owns Media 2.0, a network of
Web sites including Politics
2.0, a political news aggregator. Hammer said he tries to
use social media to facilitate
dialogue between his campaign and potential voters.
Hammer was a track athlete

at Orono High School who often trained on the University
of Maine campus. His father
was a psychology professor
at UMaine from 1961-1989.
Alex went on to Bates College
in Lewiston for a short time
before moving back home to
UMaine, where he continued
his running career and education.
“I really want the best for
the University of Maine. I
love the University of Maine,”
Hammer said. “I think there’s
areas where the University of
Maine System can improve
and I think as a candidate for
governor, I’d be negligent if I
didn’t at times forcefully point
those out.”

hung out before, but we are
sticking together,” she said.
Dean of Students Robert
Dana opened the event, describing the impact Bakley had at
UMaine during the three years
she spent here.
“The best description of her
is that she was a brilliant, shining light,” Dana said. “She was
well-known and well-loved on
this campus. Her loss has left a
void that we aren’t going to be
able to fill.”
Dana acknowledged the
pain many students are feeling
and encouraged them to find
strength in one another and seek
help in on-campus resources if
needed.
“There is nothing more unnatural than the death of a
young person,” Dana said. “We
will be here for you. Just reach

out your hand and someone will
reach back.”
“The support team throughout the university has been tremendous,” said O.J. Logue, associate dean for the College of
Education and Human Development. “The Counseling Center
has been great. They really set
the stage.” Bakley, an elementary education student, was a
student in Logue’s college.
“Her friends have been great,”
said Bakley’s former roommate
Ruth Worboys, who was in attendance. “With people helping,
it’s been getting easier.”
Renaissance, UMaine’s female a cappella group, performed at the event, singing two
selections of their own choosing:
an Irish blessing song and “Let
It Be,” by The Beatles. Bakley
was interested in women’s studies, and liked Renaissance because they are a strong female
vocals group, Clements said.
“We chose ‘Let it Be’ because of the spirit of the song”
said Renaissance President Cassandra Alley. “When bad things
happen to good people, it’s hard
to understand why. ‘Let it Be’
offers the comfort that there is
an answer and there is meaning to be found in these difficult
situations.”
During the brief performance, some students in the
audience held hands and a few
wiped away tears. But many
also smiled as the event transitioned into a slideshow made
by one of Bakley’s friends. Images of her playing in the snow,
making faces, dancing, hugging
trees and hiking in Acadia National Park flashed across the
screen.
“She lived life to the fullest,” Clements said, addressing
the audience near the end of the
event. “I remember Jordyn with
a smile on her face.”

Paper was provided for attendees to write down their
memories of Bakley. The papers will be permanently bound
by University Printing Services
and given to Bakley’s boyfriend,
according to Andrea Gifford,
director of student and administrative support services.
In addition to her close
friends, faculty members from
the College of Education, staff
members from the Counseling Center and representatives
from Student Affairs, Student
Government and the Student
Women’s Association were in
attendance to honor Bakley and
show support for those grieving.
Clements said she also
wants to honor Bakley, who
loved photography, by having
some of her pictures hung in
the Advising Room of the College of Education and possibly
even the Oakes Room in Fogler
Library.
“She was always in the Oakes
Room, doing homework,” Clements said, smiling. “That’s
where I always saw her.”
Following the event, a light
reception was held in the Totman Room, with refreshments
provided by Dining Services.
About a dozen students lingered, talking, hugging, crying
and writing notes.
“It was handled well,” Worboys said of the event. “I liked
the slideshow — it was hard not
to smile. It’s good that everyone
got to see what a happy person
she was.”
“A lot of us would like an answer to what happened,” Clements said. “I don’t think anyone
will be able to have full closure
until we know. Right now, all
we can do is wait.”
The investigation into the
circumstances of Bakley’s death
is ongoing.

TFCI

ers might move to dorm rooms
or on-campus apartments.
Moutevelis-Burgess said the
committee is not expecting 100
percent compliance. “That’s
unrealistic,” she said.
The UMaine Tobacco Free
Campus Initiative is now in
the hands of President Robert
Kennedy, who will determine
whether to put the initiative
into effect. The initiative could
be implemented as early as January 2011.

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES
157 MEMORIAL UNION 581-1789

PROTECTING YOURSELF FROM IDENTITY THEFT

Social Security numbers, account numbers, and other personal information such
as passwords and pin numbers should always be kept in a safe place and never
provided over the phone, by mail, or via the internet unless you know and trust
the person you are dealing with. Get into the habit of shredding any documents
containing personal information or account numbers before putting them into the
trash. Trash is a prime source of information for those seeking a new identity.
				
It is also a good idea to check your financial information on
a regular basis.

Student Legal Services
provides free legal
services to full-time
undergraduates.
Walk-ins or call ahead
appointments accepted.

Funded by Student Government

from Page 2
cerns about the existing rule
that requires people to smoke
20 feet away from building entries.
“Making smoking not allowed on campus won’t stop
people from smoking. It will
just change the places they do
it,” said nonsmoking student
Isaac Barnes, suggesting smok-
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Cat and Girl

Crossword Puzzle

Dinosaur Comics

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

By Dorothy Gambrell

By Ryan North

Answer key in Sports

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Medium

Surgery
ANESTHESIA
APPENDIX
BIOPSY
BLOOD
BONE SAW
BRAIN
CALIPER
CANNULA
CATHETER
CLAMPS
COLON
DILATORS
DISTRACTORS
DRILL
ENDOSCOPE
FORCEPS
GRASPERS
HEART
HEMOSTAT
HOOK
INCISION
INJECTION
IRRIGATION
KIDNEY
LANCET
LIVER

Word Search

LUNGS
MALLET
NEEDLE
OCCLUDERS
PROBE
RETRACTORS
RIBS
RULER
SCALPEL
SCISSORS
SKIN
SPECULA
SPLEEN
SPLINT
SPONGE
STAPLER
SUCTION
SURGEON
SUTURE
SYRINGE
TISSUE
TRACHEOTOME
TRANSPLANT
TREPHINE
TROCAR
TWEEZERS

Find and circle all of the words that are hidden in
the grid.
The remaining letters spell a secret message.

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

or fiberglass;
44- Up and ___!;
45- Haunted house
sounds;
47- Martini’s partner;
49- That, in Tijuana;
50- Genre;
51- Sweets;
53- Exclamations of
relief;
56- Fly;
57- Termination of a
pregnancy;
61- Loose fiber used for
caulking;
65- Pealed;
66- Pay for;
69- Lab fluids;
70- Clublike weapon;
71- Unite;
72- Finishes;
73- Dog-powered snow
vehicle;
74- Broke off;

• • • • • • • • Horoscopes • • •

Across
1- Drinks (as a cat);
5- Budget alternative;
10- Castle ring;
14- Beige;
15- Old Nick;
16- Comics canine;
17- Cease;
18- Hard outgrowths;
19- Appoint;
20- Ruhr city;
22- Arterial dilatation;
24- Crucifix;
27- ___ extra cost;
28- Expressions of approbation;
32- Like Wrigley Field’s
walls;
36- Eternity;
37- Fortune-teller;
39- Shade;
40- Competent;
42- Boat often made of
birchbark, canvas,

75- Defeat decisively;
Down
1- ___ majeste;
2- After John in the NT;
3- Career golfers;
4- Majestic;
5- Baseball bat wood;
6- Philosopher ___-tzu;
7- Gillette brand;
8- Spiritual sustenance;
9- Beginning;
10- Capital of Liberia;
11- Jazz singer Anita;
12- Intentions;
13- Abound;
21- Entre ___;
23- Single entity;
25- Auricular;
26- Prohibit;
28- Crews;
29- Automaton;
30- Embed;
31- Church council;

33- Bury;
34- Discharge;
35- Band’s sample tapes;
38- Misplaces;
41- Expanded;
43- Canadian gas brand;
46- Chair;
48- Golfer Aoki;
52- Rubber;
54- Blackjack request;
55- Philosopher Kierkegaard;
57- Upper limbs,
weapons;
58- Ancient Semitic for
“Lord”;
59- A single time;
60- Dweeb;
62- Game of chance;
63- Language of Pakistan;
64- Pole;
67- Candle count;
68- A Kennedy;

Aries - March 21 to April 20 - You may be unable to focus, which
will affect your professional activity. However, you will manage to defuse a conflict at work. As for your sentimental life, you are advised to
be more flexible and understanding.
Taurus - April 21 to May 20 - In the morning, you may feel
enthusiastic and capable of initiating a new project. An old issue you
neglected a while ago will resurface. Today you should trust your intuition.
Gemini - May 21 to June 21 - You may be facing communication difficulties and not feel understood. You are advised to postpone
dealing with matters that require focus and patience.
Cancer - June 22 to July 22 - You are advised not to take on
new responsibilities at work today. You may not be in your best shape.
Consider your loved one’s advice — it may prove to be very helpful. It’s
safer to stick to routine activities.
Leo - July 23 to Aug. 22 - You are advised not to make a tight
schedule for today. Unexpected events will force you to change your
schedule several times. You may have to run several errands and be late
to get home.
Virgo - Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 - In the morning you may be in a bad
mood and the atmosphere at home may get tense. Your ideas might
not be accepted by people in your circle, possibly because you can’t be
convincing enough.
Libra - Sept. 23 to Oct. 23 -In the morning, your superior at
work may scold you because of your failure to complete a task on time.
It may not be your fault — the real cause could be bad communication
among the team.
Scorpio - Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 - You may focus on a promising
business project and neglect your sentimental life. Your loved one will
reprimand you for neglecting the family.
Sagittarius - Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 - You may be facing sentimental issues that could spoil your mood and discourage you. Don’t give
up. If you talk to your loved one openly, you may eventually manage
to clear all misunderstandings.
Capricorn - Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 - You may be upset due to bad
news from your loved one and may be unable to control your temper.
You may get into fights with everybody around. Keep your temper
with friends and family or you will only lose.
Aquarius - Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 - Your communication skills may
not be good today, and you are advised to avoid any meetings. You
should not deal with important matters that require focus and a clear
mind.
Pisces - Feb. 20 to March 20 - Your loved one may not favor
your intent to leave on a business trip, pointing out the timing is bad.
You are advised to sort out your priorities and consider a close relative’s
advice. In the evening, you may receive guests and have a great time in
their company.
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Editorial: Please
take heed of 2010
gubernatorial race
The Issue: The 2010 Maine gubernatorial election.
What We Think: Though the election is
months away, it is important to become
acquainted with candidates now.
On Nov. 2, Maine voters will elect a new
governor for the first time since 2002. Gov.
John Baldacci is term-limited and cannot
run for re-election. This decision could have
a monumental effect on our state and the
University of Maine, and students should be
treating it as such.
The university is facing serious budget
problems in the coming years as the state
government tightens its purse strings and
continues to limit allocations for public education. It would be cliché to encourage readers to be involved in the democratic process,
but it is of paramount importance that students do what they can to ensure the election
of a candidate who values education.
Already, candidates for governor interviewed by The Maine Campus have presented plans regarding the future of the University of Maine System. Whether you believe
in higher education reform or not, it is clear
that the next governor will attempt significant changes to the system.
The primary elections in July and general
election in November will here soon, and
a lot research will need to be done to understand the full pool of candidates, which
currently include more than 20 people. Students should be seeking out information
from newspapers and discussing the race
with each other and their professors. The future of the university depends on it.

Letters to the editor
Dirty deeds — someone has to do them
Coal is dirty. The next time someone tries to
tell me there is such a thing as clean coal or that
coal production is essential for American jobs, I
will cut them a check for a trip to the coal fields
of West Virginia to see for themselves. E-mail
me at robert.alton.goodwin@gmail.com if you
really think you need the challenge.
How is it that the state with the richest ecosystem and most valuable natural resources is
the poorest one in the nation? It’s almost the
same reason why you buy a cup of coffee for a
dollar that cost less than a dime to produce, and
the producer lives in a shack with no electricity
or running water. Similarly, coal is not being
processed at a fair rate in America.
The reality is that coal kills. Coal is killing
the communities of West Virginia. Coal is killing safe drinking water. Coal is killing the Appalachian Mountains.
Coal is cheap energy sold as “patriotic energy” to the American people. The folks in
the coal fields can’t drink the water, are dying
of cancer and getting their streams buried in
mine waste from mountaintop removal. Furthermore, they are stripped of the power to
do anything about it because Massey Energy
and Don Blankenship own every public office
in the state of West Virginia from the county
boards straight up to Gov. Joe Manchin.
Coal isn’t cheap. What is the cost of the
exposure of coal slurry to mine workers and
citizens of the coal fields? What is the cost
of leveling a mountain and burying a stream
— destroying the ecosystem, contaminating
drinking water and killing folks with cancer.
Words and photos can’t possibly tell the
story of the multi-generational struggle West
Virginians have had against coal companies’
destruction of their homeland for our cheap
energy. As Bobby Kennedy put it, “If everyone
on Capitol Hill came to West Virginia to see
the destruction of mountaintop removal, coal
would have ended years ago.”
Act now or act never. West Virginia need
your help. Do some reading and try to prove
me wrong, or come down to the Coal River
Valley for a visit.
Robert Goodwin, student

How ‘Avatar’ rewrites our imperialist past

I

f the Oscar for Best Picture were awarded based on box office success, “Avatar” would be a shoe-in. The film, which
grossed more than $2.4 billion, is one of
the most commercially successful films of
all time, earning more than three times the
total revenue to date of the next most profitable Best Picture nominee, “Up.”
Obviously, people loved “Avatar.” The
mind-blowing special effects (in 3-D, no
less) made the film a visual treat. But criticism is about more than the gut impact a film
has on its audience — critique cuts deeper.
It should ask, “What does the movie say?”
In a very real — yet very nuanced — way,
“Avatar” gives audiences an opportunity to
denounce Europe’s and America’s imperial
past while rewriting the historical narrative
to turn the oppressor into the hero.
The basic plotline goes like this: Humans
have depleted Earth’s natural resources.
Military forces move in on Pandora, the resource-rich home of the Na’vi, essentially a
catchall stereotype of all colonized people
throughout history. The film’s protagonist,
Jake Sully, is a handicapped Marine whose
brain is wired into a lab-created Na’vi body
to infiltrate the tribe who lives above a giant
deposit of “unobtanium,” the mineral earthlings are crazy to get their hands on. He’s
supposed to learn the Na’vi’s way of life and
facilitate the removal from their homeland.
One thing leads to another, Sully switches
sides, and eventually saves the Na’vi from
the horrible military-imperial power who
would seek to destroy them.
“Avatar” is a white guilt movie in the
sense that the entire premise makes white
people uncomfortable with their past. The
film is a clear analogy of the ways people,
mostly white people, have historically oppressed indigenous groups for economic or
racist reasons.

Mario
Moretto
News Editor
On its face, this isn’t a bad thing. All people, white or not, should come to terms with
the history of imperialism and conquest that
created the world today. This is where it gets
nuanced.
Although the military might of the conquerors is portrayed as the villain, and the
indigenous Na’vi as the “good guys,” the
movie allows white viewers to feel OK because “one of us” is the hero.

a Na’vi leader. Not only that, but he gets
the indigenous princess and in the end, the
Na’vi embrace their former oppressor as
one of their own.
“Avatar” gives American audiences the
best of both worlds by allowing us to judge
our imperialist history while never having
to examine the impact it had on indigenous
cultures, and that’s the key to understanding
the effect the movie has on viewers. Should
“Avatar” have told the story of European
and American imperialism as it actually
happened, audiences would’ve left the theater sad, outraged or some confused mental
state in between.
It would be easy to say the filmmakers rewrote history to make the film more enjoyable, and that probably was the conscious
motive. After all, who would have wanted to
see “Gandhi” if the oppressed Indians didn’t
win their independence in the end?
But that isn’t the point. By allowing au-

“Avatar” gives American audiences the best of both worlds
by allowing us to judge our imperialist history while never
having to examine the impact it had on indigenous peoples.
Though the Na’vi are powerful, skilled
warriors, it takes Sully to tame the Toruk,
unite the Na’vi tribes and defeat the enemy.
By putting white Sully in a blue Na’vi body,
“Avatar” tells the audience that white people
can “go native” and live the life of oppressed
people without ever having to actually be
oppressed.
After all, Sully gets to go back to being a
Marine until he decides to switch sides and
by then, he’s no longer just a Na’vi — he’s

diences to become comfortable with imperialism between humans and Na’vi, the
filmmakers allow audiences to become
comfortable with imperialism in general.
Besides, if there’s any reason not to give
“Avatar” any non-technical awards, it should
be that it’s just a shallow rewrite of “Dances
with Wolves,” “The Last Samurai,” “Pocahontas,” and “Fern Gully.”
Mario Moretto is news editor for The
Maine Campus.
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Tasteless student drawing Clichés cut through
makes light of lynching rational thought like
knife through butter
Black History Month
is an opportunity to
learn more about black
culture, but too many
people make jokes instead
of taking advantage.

Laila Sholtz-Ames

We are more than halfway through Black History Month and I, like many people at the University of Maine, will admit I did little to celebrate.
Last week, I couldn’t help but take notice of Black
History Month when a student in Hancock Hall, the
dorm I am a resident assistant in, drew a picture on
a whiteboard of a black person with a noose around
their neck and the words “Happy Black History
Month” underneath.
Apparently, someone doesn’t know the significances of Black History Month nor lynching, so I
will explain both.
Black History Month is not about serving chicken, collard greens and gumbo. It’s not about turning on a Jay-Z or 50 Cent song and it’s not about
getting a 20 percent discount in the bookstore for
books written by black authors.
Black History Month started in 1926, originally
lasting for just the second week of February, as a
way to celebrate and commemorate the history and
societal contributions of black people. During the
1920s, when segregation was still prevalent, Black
History Month gave black people a chance to be
proud of their history and culture during a time
when appreciation was not easily found.
Today, it’s an opportunity to learn about African
culture and traditions. But this month, instead of
seeing people interested in black history, I’ve over-

heard a group of kids laughing because a black guy
they know doesn’t like fried chicken. Last week, I
heard a girl say one of her classmates never speaks
up in class because “he’s a minority and can get
away with doing that.” But we live in Maine, and I
find all too often people are not interested in learning about other cultures.
Whoever drew the picture should know lynching
is no laughing matter. Lynching began soon after
the Civil War ended as a way for southerners to control former slaves. It soon became more popular in
the early 20th century, when southern states created
segregation and Jim Crow laws.
During the 1960s, numerous advocates for civil rights were lynched. According to a study by the
Tuskegee Institute, 3,437 black people and 1,293
Caucasians were lynched between 1882 and 1968 for
fighting for equal rights for people of all races. While
lynching is not nearly as big an issue as it was decades ago, it is still no laughing matter.
A South Carolina law says, “Any act of violence
inflicted by a mob upon the body of another person
and from which death does not result shall constitute
the crime of lynching in the second degree and shall
be a felony. Any person found guilty of lynching in
the second degree shall be confined at hard labor in
the state penitentiary for a term not exceeding 20
years nor less than three years, at the discretion of
the presiding judge.” This law was enacted when
five teens lynched a black teen in 2006.
Maybe whoever drew that picture thought it was
funny, that it was a joke, but they don’t realize the
history — the thousands of people who have lost
their lives from lynching.
Perhaps I overreacted. Maybe it wasn’t meant to
be harmful, but I think we could all do a better job
learning about each other, opening ourselves up to
new ideas and really exploring other cultures and
ways of life. We are only hurting ourselves by creating racial barriers.
Laila Sholtz-Ames is a senior journalism and anthropology major.

Author argues that we are the
dumbest generation in history
Andrew P. Young

You are part of the dumbest generation. If you are life-saving alerts as quickly as they are administered
reading this and are surprised by it, you are not alone — I now? Thanks to Facebook, I can find out what my couswas surprised, too.
in is up to in Azerbaijan without having to waste preAccording to a book by Mark Bauerlein, a professor cious dollars on an international phone call. Take that,
at Emory University, titled “The Dumbest Generation,” anybody living before 1995.
the information age has corrupted our young minds to
When asked why he decided to write the book, Bauerthe point that general knowledge and literacy have plum- lein said, “Because in my limited experience as a teacher,
meted to all-time lows.
I’ve noticed in the last 10 years that students are no less
I didn’t get this book for Christmas, nor did I stumble intelligent, no less ambitious, but there are two big differupon it at Borders. I was at the Student Recreation and ences: Reading habits have slipped, along with general
Fitness Center, a place that should be far removed from knowledge. You can quote me on this: You guys don’t
heinous accusations like the ones made by Bauerlein. I know anything.”
was there to work out, not get an information injection
As much as you don’t want to agree with him, he does
detailing the shortcomings of my generation, but two have a point. A lot of young Americans are getting lazy
older gentlemen, probably in their 50s or 60s, began dis- about reading, relying on Wikipedia too much and learncussing the subject next to me in the locker room.
ing the test instead of learning the material. We spend
Guys usually talk
more time online
about chicks or fast
than visiting with
cars in the locker
friends. We want
I may have Facebook and AOL Instant
room — you know,
things quick and
manly stuff. These
Messaging accounts, but that doesn’t make me easy — that is what
gents, however, were
the digital age has
any less intelligent or aware than my elders.
more interested in
taught us. Knowlstriking up a rousing
edge,
meaningful
diatribe of the dumbrelationships and inest generation in the history of man and how accurately terest in community all fall by the wayside.
Bauerlein had hit the nail on the head.
How do we combat pompous elitists like Mark BauerAccording to the book, young people are more self-ab- lein? Well, for one, don’t stop using technology and the
sorbed, ill-informed and illiterate than ever before. Social Internet. Just limit its use and spend more time studynetworking sites and instant messaging are the culprits ing, getting out there and getting ahead. Facebook and
since they have caused individuals to focus upon them- AIM will always be there and won’t miss you when
selves and the “now,” causing disinterest and impatience you’re at the library. Plus, face-to-face conversations
in learning things that truly matter, like history, science make you truly thankful for not having to read “LOL”
and current affairs.
and “ROFL.” Finally, learn something new every day;
I was a little offended, to say the least. I like all the otherwise, you’re not appreciating life enough.
perks the digital age has bestowed upon us. I have FaceIs the digital age bad for our generation? Not at all.
book and AOL Instant Messaging accounts, but by no Mark Bauerlein should create a Facebook account, and
means do they make me any less intelligent or aware.
he would see — although I’m sure no one but his mom
Do you think past governments and news agencies would add him.
could communicate with other nations as quickly as they
Andrew P. Young is a well-informed, literate and modcan now with technology? Did past generations receive est individual who loves the digital age.

Eryk
Salvaggio
Columnist
Words are powerful things.
There is delight in finding a
word for the previously unnamed:
like “thixotropic,” for the psuedo-liquid, psuedo-solid state of
ketchup or mustard, or “Schadenfreude,” for that strange sensation
of joy when your friends experience a bit of misfortune.
A similar twinge of joy struck
me when I discovered the less
positive phenomenon of the
thought-terminating cliché.
In his book “Thought Reform
and the Psychology of Totalism,”
author Robert Jay Lifton describes
this phenomenon as follows: “The
most far-reaching and complex of
human problems are compressed
into brief, highly reductive, definitive-sounding phrases, easily
memorized and easily expressed.
These become the start and finish
of any ideological analysis.”

Clichés are thought
killers, reducing complex
problems into short
phrases that prevent
people from getting to
the heart of the matter.
In other words, a cliché is a
simple phrase that kills a question
in the mind of whoever asked it.
In totalitarian states like North
Korea, these words would include “capitalist.” On the brighter
side — that is, on the side of inspiring action — the Soviets had
“the revolution,” “progress” and
“workers of the world, unite!”
Lifton calls it “the power of
non-thought,” and you could
imagine the script in Pyongyang:
“But why should we have so
many people waiting in food lines
when so many people can bake
bread?”
“Ha! Spoken like a true capitalist!”
(End of discussion.)
But a revolution isn’t required
for the language of non-thought.
Indeed, everyday life is riddled
with it. Wikipedia even has a list,
from which I draw the following
examples:
“Who cares?” This signals
the end of the conversation. The

speaker does not care, and so it is
implied that no one would care.
Therefore, further investigation
of your question is unnecessary.
“No one said life is fair.” Indeed, because “no one” has said
this, we shouldn’t bother to ensure that life becomes more equitable. In this category I would
include, “Wait till you get to the
real world,” as if one has not truly lived until one has lived in a
world of traumatic hopelessness.
America loves its bumper
stickers because they’re great
at eradicating middle ground.
“Hope and change” gets into one
line, “How’s that hopey, changey
stuff workin’ for ya?” gets into
another. Then they shout.
Politicians also love these
sound bites. Modern politics has
become a race to say the most confusing, thought-terminating nonsense possible, and the media has
become a vehicle for elaborating
on idiotic bumper stickers. If you
ever got the sense that someone
you were talking to was simply
repeating what he or she heard
on Glenn Beck, Rush Limbaugh,
Keith Olberman or The Daily
Show, you’ve seen this technique
create a walking thought-zombie.
Keep at it: With patience, you
may get to an original idea.
I have been a sucker for many
of these, none more so than the
old adage: “This, too, shall pass.”
I encountered it in a book of Sufi
wisdom as “the only permanently
true thing.” Indeed, the slogan
changed how I lived, rendering me a passive player to anything that happened. Bad grades?
They’ll pass. Dead-end job? It
will pass. The best times of my
life? Don’t get excited, it’s gonna
end. A great way to ensure that I
stayed in line amongst the walking dead, never asking if anything
else was possible.
That is the trick of these slogans, after all: To keep us from
envisioning a world of deeper
possibility, to prevent us from
seeing the blank slate of our own
lives when we feel most burdened
by darkness. This is why oppressive platitudes are so useful to
the totalitarian governments that
seek submissive citizens: Because
questions lead to ideas, and ideas
lead to hope.
Hope is not welcomed by oppressive regimes, dumb politicians or abusive parents.
But hope, questions and ideas
are at the core of the most inspiring people I’ve met. For them,
conversation is an open door to
action. And between the opendoor world and the closed-door
world, I’ll take an open door every time.
Eryk Salvaggio is a senior journalism and new media student.
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to opinion@mainecampus.com. Submissions may be edited for
length, clarity and style. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Opinion pieces should be roughly 650 words and clearly written.
Include your name, year and major. Submissions should be in .doc
format. Send all opinion pieces to opinion@mainecampus.com.

Thumbs up / Thumbs down
Hanson Backstreet Boys
Chicken wings Wingdings
Sherlock Holmes The Hardy Boys
Kermit the Frog Miss Piggy
Pickles Nickelback
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Musicians
who must
apologize

Monday, Feb. 22
Pitch an Angel
Target Technology Center,
Orono
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Tiger Woods’ apology
speech was a classic career
move, and one that will hopefully point him in the right direction. But
who cares?
Musical
mistakes
more heinous than
Woods’
infidelity
have been
committed
Beat Report
that no one
By Kegan Zema
has claimed
responsibility for. Here are a few artists
that should have made public
apologies of their own.

Tuesday, Feb. 23
Introduction to Distributive Lattices
120 Neville Hall
3 to 5 p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 24
Franco-American Women’s Project, Borders
and Beyond: Report
From the Classroom
Bangor Room, Memorial
Union
12:15 to 1:30 p.m.
I Fought the Klan, and
the Klan Won: Terror in
Twenty-First Century
Tennessee
100 Neville Hall
7 to 8 p.m.

Thursday, Feb. 25
Linear Extensions of
Ranked Posets Enumerated by Descents: A
Problem of Stanley from
the 1981 Banff Conference on Ordered Sets
120 Neville Hall
3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
“The Garden”
Collins Center for the
Arts
7 p.m.
$6

Friday, Feb. 26
Cover Functions of
Distributive Lattices: A
Conjecture of Stanley
from 1975
120 Neville Hall
3 to 5 p.m.
Spring Break Begins!
5 p.m.
Planetarium Show:
Black Holes
Jordan Planetarium
7 to 8 p.m.

Saturday, Feb. 27
Engineering Expo
Field House
9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Jesus Christ Superstar
– SOLD OUT
Collins Center for the Arts
8 p.m.
$52

A more comprehensive list
of postings is available at
mainecampus.com/calendar.
To submit your event, invite
calendar@mainecampus.com
via iCal or Google Calendar.

The Beatles:

At the height of Beatlemania, John, Paul, George and
Ringo should have called a
press conference to apologize
for what they were doing to the
music world. Their music was
and still is the best. They are
too good; it is unfair to every
other artist that they wrote the
songs they did. The apology
may have read something like
this:
“We are deeply sorry for our
actions over the last few years.
By creating music of such high
caliber, we have ruined the
landscape of popular music for
decades to come. To our fellow
artists, we are sorry to have
embarrassed you so badly. You
will constantly be held up to
the standards which we have
set, and frankly they are way
too high. Our creativity and accessibility will never be rivaled
and for that we are truly sorry.”

Dancers bust a
move for Haiti
By Maddy Glover
Staff Writer

The University of Maine’s
sixth
annual
International
Dance Festival — a free showcase at the Collins Center for
the Arts — drew a large crowd
of all ages. Captivating lightwork flickered across the stage
in time to bumping beats as
dancers from around the globe
entertained audience members
Saturday.
“Every year’s a little bit different,” said event coordinator and Office of International
Program study abroad advisor
Sarah Joughin.
“This year has sort of been
smooth sailing,” she laughed,
pleased with the show’s efficiency and relaxed nature.
Joughin explained that last year,
she was nine months pregnant at
showtime. The year before, the
show was held at Bangor High
School and commuting was
time consuming and difficult to
organize.
UMaine economics professor
Aaron Hoshide acted as comedic master of ceremonies. The
showcase was co-sponsored by
the International Students Association. Additional funding
came from Division of Student
Affairs, Cultural Affairs, the Diversity Initiatives Program, as
well as UMaine Student Government and Residents on Campus.
The show was dedicated to
the people of Haiti. Donations,
collected by the UMaine College Democrats, went to Konbit
Sante, a nonprofit Maine organization dedicated to improving
Haitian health care.
Group members pitched specific dances to organizers and
did much of the coordinating,
costume design and choreography on their own. They were

supervised by Joughin, artistic
director Forrest Dantzler and
costume and choreography
support groups. More than 100
people were involved with the
production, both on stage and
behind the scenes.
Joughin said despite appearances, virtually none of the performers are theater, music or vocal students. She described them
as being “all across the board.”
From engineers to history students, some of the performers
have danced since childhood
while others have experienced
dance for the first time performing in the festival.
“There wasn’t a heck of a lot
of pressure,” said Polish folk
dancer Joe Pekol of the show’s
relaxed atmosphere.
Pekol had no previous dance
experience prior to this year’s
show, but was urged to join by
friend and veteran dancer Artur
Palacz of Poland.
“We just watched YouTube
videos of dancers,” Pekol said,
explaining the origins of the
group’s sophisticated choreography.
Culturally authentic costumes, fancy footwork and
braided maidens’ hair characterized Pekol and Palacz’s dance,
“Krakowiak and Zbojnicki.”
One of the larger performances, the men danced with battle
staffs, evoking days of Polish
brigands in the foothills of the
Tatras mountain range while
the women twirled, cotton skirts
fluttering.
Darshana Gayan-Ramkaloan
performed the only solo act.
Her Kathak dance, a traditional
bard-like dance from northern India, started out slowly
in prayer form and seamlessly
transformed into an upbeat tempo with disciplined footwork
and movement. Hoshide prefaced her performance by saying

Weezer:

Photos by Amy Brooks • Photo Editor

Top: Danielle Belanger, Carrie Predmore, Ali Stauble, and Alyson
Lowell show the crowd just how they move. Belanger, Predmore,
Stauble and Lowell are part of the group D-Fusion that was the
finale of the 2010 International Dance Festival.
Above: Jessica Umel is held up by Ryan Trefethen in a dip during
their performance of Latin Fusion.

for Gayan-Ramkaloan, dancing
is an extension of family and is
important to her.
Visiting performers to this
year’s showcase included College of the Atlantic dancers performing a South African “Gumboot” routine, as well as Bangor
and John Bapst High School
students Shavya Samala, Leila
Musavia and Kimia Kashkooli
dancing to the Punjabi song
“Aaja Nachle.”
COA students traveled to
Orono and stayed with UMaine
IDF dancers Friday night, according to Joughin. The 10 danc-

ers performed a neo-traditional
South African form of expression, stomping their Wellingtonstyle boots and singing to voice
their message. Originally a form
of subversive communication,
“gumboot” dancing comes from
South African gold mines, where
wetness calls for “gumboots,”
or rubber boots, and labor rights
call for protest. The group’s synchronized, intricate sequences of
stepping, clapping and chanting
enthralled the audience.
Other acts ran the gamut
See Dance on 

L’Apéritif: A place for a drink Beard protest
causes angst
By Uriah Hedrich, Ezra Juskewitch and Katie MacDonald
For The Maine Campus

L’Apéritif — a recent addition to Bangor’s international
dining offerings — would be
a great place to have a drink,
catch up with friends and enjoy
the atmosphere, but don’t have
a meal.
The tapas bar and Eurolounge — which opened in July
— sits in downtown Bangor
on the corner of Broad and
Independent streets, next to the
Sea Dog Microbrewery and
Restaurant.
The dining room — complete with a baby grand piano
and pianist, modern décor, and
panoramic windows — was elegant and dazzling. The entrance
unfolds into a suave Europeanstyle lounge and bar, complete
with houndstooth ottomans, vo-

luminous black leather couches
and extravagant chandeliers.
But the ambience does not
reflect the service and quality of
the restaurant; the first impression of the restaurant was its
best.
The drink menu was exhaustive. From Hoegaarden and
Framboise on draft to a range of
cocktails, L’Apéritif has a beverage for any palate.
L’Apéritif is a self-proclaimed tapas bar. Tapas-style
dining is a serving made up of
multiple small portions meant
to be shared. When questioned
about the menu, the server’s limited knowledge was dismaying.
Not only did the service detract
from the atmosphere, but the
one-page food menu was timid

and unoriginal compared to the
three-page drink menu.
First to the table was fondue.
Although college students love
copious amounts bread and
melted cheese, L’Apéritif clearly
disagreed. We struck rock
bottom. There simply wasn’t
enough cheese to cover the
crumbling bread or the waferthin slices of apple. At $10, it
simply wasn’t worth the cost.
Stuffed mushrooms with
prosciutto were next, followed
shortly by the eggplant rolls
with smoked tomato and mozzarella. Last to the table were
the gnocchi with parmesan
cream sauce and truffle oil.
The earthy flavor of the stuffed
mushrooms was crowded out
See Restaurant on 

In the past, I have written
about the myriad of reasons
people grow
beards.
Facial hair is
grown in the
spirit of male
competition during
“no-shave
November.”
Hipsters
grow silly
mustaches
Beard Police
or even full By Mario Moretto
beards for
their ironic value. The best of
us grow beards out of love.
But it seems beards can also
be grown in protest.
Workers at Androscoggin
See Beards on 

Weezer should have stopped
making music a long time
ago. The “Blue” and “Green”
albums were both immaculate,
but what are they doing now?
Wasting their talent all over the
place. Rivers Cuomo’s apology
should read:
“We are sorry for not quitting while we were ahead.
“Only In Dreams” and “Say It
Ain’t So” were deeply emotional songs, the likes of which
we have never been able to
recreate. It is clear to us now
that our music has steadily gotten worse and as our mustaches
get goofier, our songs just get
lamer. We will continue to
tour, but will only be playing
selections from our first three
albums. Sorry for any inconvenience this may have caused
you or your loved ones.”

Justin Timberlake:

Justin Timberlake issued a
public apology after the Super
Bowl incident, but he apologized for the wrong thing. Sure,
some people may have been
offended by a little nip-slip, but
the real foul committed was
against the Super Bowl itself.
Half-time shows are expected to be over-the-top spectacles
of pop music. I want tributes
to fallen soldiers and scantily
clad pop stars singing on top of
giant apple pies while fireworks
explode. Since Timberlake’s escapades, fans have been treated
to performances by oldies
like The Rolling Stones, Tom
Petty, Paul McCartney, Bruce
Springsteen and The Who.
These artists are all legendary
and deserve our respect, but
the Super Bowl wasn’t even
around when some of these artists were popular. Kids should
be telling their parents who the
performers are, not the other
way around.
Timberlakes’s apology
should be short and sweet:
“I’m really sorry I flashed
Janet’s boob to millions of
people — I promise I won’t do
it again — but can you please
allow some younger people to
play at half time? I won’t even
go within 50 miles of a Super
Bowl.”
See Beat Report on 
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CD: The Ruby Suns

from Page 

By Jay Grant
Music Critic

Beards

from Page 
Country Jail in Auburn are
growing beards to protest the
prolonged fruitless negotiations between their employer
and their union that has left
them working without a labor
contract for more than a year,
according to the Lewiston Sun
Journal.
As county workers, the
newly bearded dispatcher, jail
guards and patrol officers are
not permitted to strike. According to the Sun Journal,
“the job action was called to
vent some frustration.” Workers who cannot grow beards
are rebelling by wearing jeans
and polo shirts in place of their
uniforms.
I am torn. On the one hand,
I firmly believe that beards
should be grown only for the
purest of reasons: for the embrace of the masculine mystique, or as a commitment to
the natural male condition.
On the other hand, whether
the protest is just or not, the airing of grievances is one of the
cornerstones of our representative democracy. In this case, the
traditional last-resort method of
protest — the strike — is unavailable. The workers’ beard

Restaurant
from Page 

by the stuffing’s beef bouillon.
Soggy filling, instead of a layer
of lightly browned cheese, was
found in the middle. The prosciutto was missing entirely. The
eggplant rolls were overpowered
by the vegetables and tomato
sauce. The eggplant itself was
weak and bitter.
The gnocchi with parmesan
cream sauce and truffle oil, staying true to established mediocrity, failed to elicit praise. Truffle
oil is a rare and expensive
ingredient, well worth the cost
of the dish. But the truffle oil
was indiscernible, as if parmesan was the dish’s only ingredient. Gnocchi are traditionally
sautéed until golden brown and
crisp on the outside while the
interior is soft and creamy. Of
seven, only two had a truly crisp

Sub Pop Records
synthesizer as McPhun admits
his fear of the world. Unfortunately, when you can actually
understand what McPhun is
saying it has a tendency to be
a little hyper-sensitive, verging
on emo — I’m still mad about
“Fight Softly.”
Album centerpiece
— and my personal favorite
— “Closet Astrologer” really hits the drug logic of the
Ruby Suns’ music home. It
begins with just a strange bit
of artificial reverb and finger
snaps but quickly explodes
in scope, like the release of
a dam, holding back a slowmotion sonic tidal wave. As it
spills out it changes direction,
shifting the sound in different
directions like the keyboard
solo at the minute-and-a-half
mark or McPhun’s trippy
breakdown at three minutes.
Ultimately it always finds it’s
way back on course, like tributaries coming to the catchiest
river you’ve ever swam in.
While “Closet Astrologer” may be the Ruby Suns’
trippiest slow jam, follower
“Haunted House” is a fastpaced romp of weird. The
beat picks up and drops off
at the strangest places, often

changing in nature completely
from what seems like vocoder
effects, to a fuzzed up synth,
to slaps and claps and on and
on.
Unfortunately, it’s about
this point in the album where
you start to feel like you “get
it.” The songs may change but
the general sound doesn’t. The
album’s only real weakness
is this general feeling that it’s
more like one homogeneous
blob of synth-heavy and ’80sinformed psychedelic-pop, not
an album with distinct parts
worth favoring over others.
The running percussion of album closer “Olympics on Pot”
— your new Vancouver jam
— is almost enough to really
get excited again, but in the
end it’s just too little too late.
You can’t be too hard on
The Ruby Suns, though. They
haven’t done a varied thing,
or even a new thing, but
they have done a great thing.
They’ve taken psychedelic
music down from the lofty
realm of Pink Floyd and their
other forebears and condensed
it into something catchy, fun
and listenable. Weird isn’t just
for the stoners anymore.
Grade: B+

growth and casual dress may
not stop work altogether, but do
disrupt the normal aesthetic of
punching in and working.
The fact that under normal
circumstances these workers
are prohibited from growing
beards also precludes these
particular men from my normal
practice of shunning the less savory motivations for growing a
beard. After all, maybe Androscoggin County workers would
always have liked to sport a
goatee or Van Dyke. Maybe
this is their first opportunity to
do so.
Acting in concert is one
of the more impressive and
commendable aspects of the
human condition. Seeing men
(and women) act in unison out
of mutual respect and solidarity
gives me a warm, fuzzy feeling.
I say that if beard growth is a
way to keep these county workers together in expressing their
employment angst, more power
to them.
I am left, then, with a question: Which beard-growing
motivations pass muster and
which do not? I still hold that
beards grown for vanity out
of competition are unacceptable. I also still maintain that
beards that are grown in the
spirit of irony, that subtly mock
true beardies everywhere, are

similarly reprehensible.
That’s not to say all facial
hair growth must be born of a
higher purpose. There’s nothing
wrong with a man growing a
beard simply because it looks
good on him, or to experiment
with new looks.
One thing is for certain: the
stubble displayed on the faces
of the Androscoggin County
Jail workers can be ranked
among the most respectable
beards recently covered by the
Maine press corps.

exterior.
Representative of the entire
experience were the chicken
angels with plum sauce. The
chicken angels had the greatest
potential for creative expression
of the dishes served; they were
also the greatest disappointment. Described by our server,
chicken angels were coconut
battered strips of chicken served
with a plum reduction. In reality,
the chicken angels were poorly
coated and barely flavored. The
plum sauce could have been a
stand-out dish, but instead the
chef played it safe.
This epitomized our experience at L’Apéritif as a whole: A
great place to buy a drink, catch
up with a friend or relax, but not
the place to sit down for tapas. If
you want a Eurolounge experience, by all means stop by. But
if it’s just a meal you’re after, do
what we did: Stop at Wendy’s
on the way home.



Dance

Psychedelic “Fight Softly” verges on emo
Psychedelic music can really turn some people off. To
give these haters credit, the
tunes are pretty weird. It is a
lot easier to take in a typical verse-chorus-verse with
the occasional cool guitar
solo than it is to sit down and
listen to tracks with runtimes
in the double digits and little
more than sweeping, slowmoving sounds to get you by.
The style is usually reserved
for stoners who can stand to
zone out in one place for a
while.
With their terribly-wimpy
titled, third full-length album
“Fight Softly,” New Zealand’s
The Ruby Suns have simplified psychedelia down with
a shot of pop. Opener “Sun
Lake Rinsed” begins with
slow-building shimmering
synths and primary vocalist
Ryan McPhun singing drawn
outlines just a couple of
notches up from a crawl. Were
you to play the song at double
speed it would probably sound
club-ready, but in its original,
down tempo form, it sounds
spacey and psychedelic.
From here, on the Suns’
weirder aspects are slightly
more subtle but always evident. “Mingus and Pike” may
seem like just another attempt
at ’80s new-wave, but the right
set of speakers reveals layers of sound — bizarre synth
lines, untraceable percussion,
hints of strange voices all piled
on top of each other. Following track “Cinco,” for all its
catchy lyrics, is really defined
by the Middle East-inspired
synth effects and otherworldly
warble of electronic drums.
“Cranberry” begins with a
marching band beat. McPhun’s
electro effects take hold like
marchers from the future and
he calls out wordless miniscales. After the intro, “Cranberry” is stripped down to just
a couple bouncy notes on the
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from a traditional Vietnamese
fan dance — one of Joughin’s
favorite acts because of its
beautiful simplicity — to a
new-age hooping routine. This
was the only dance where focus was shared between dancer
and prop, set to ethereally remixed Gregorian chants. In between were steamy salsa numbers where dancers shimmied
to “Sobrevivire” the Spanish
counterpart of “I Will Survive”
and crowd-wowing flips, pops
and drops in D-Fusion’s street
fusion sequence.
Countries
represented
spanned the globe from Saudi
Arabia to the United States.
Joughin emphasized the appeal of the show — financial
and cultural. Organizers began
the two-show format (matinee
and evening performances)
three years ago to attract a larger youth audience demographic.
She stressed the value of a free
admission.
“I think it’s important to
keep [the festival] free because
there are lots of shows at the
CCA that are cost-prohibitive,”
Joughin said. She added free admission makes the show “easily
accessible” to students and community members who otherwise
would not have the opportunity
to sample rich international experiences in their rural Maine
backyard.
“It’s a lot of fun. There’s
such a wide range and it’s so
much fun to participate, as well
as to watch,” Joughin said of the
varied performances, contemporary and traditional.

Beat Report
from Page 
Boston:

There are a lot artists that
are good at making every song
sound the same, but none have
mastered the art like Boston. I
can’t listen to one Boston song
without thinking it’s a different
one. The only time I know I’m
listening to a specific track is
during the intro to “Foreplay/
Longtime,” but once the real
song starts up, I’m right back
where I started. I love Boston,
but sometimes it gets ridiculous.
Boston’s apology:
“We are all very sorry for
tricking you into thinking we had
a vast repertoire of material. We
have been writing the same song
for many years now, changing
only a few elements. It was sly
ploy, but we have enjoyed every
minute of success gained from it.
We now hope our music catalog
will be enjoyed and evaluated as
a whole. We may have written
only one song, but we stand firm
that it was a damn good one.”

Amy Brooks • Photo Editor

Sarah Grewe performed with a hooping group. Hooping is a
multicultural dance that was included in this year’s International
Dance Festival.

As evidence of how far the
show has come in the past six
years, Joughin pointed at the
event poster. Five years ago, the
dance fest’s first performance
beckoned potential audience
members with generic photos
from the Internet.
“We were almost worried

that it was false advertising,”
Joughin said.
This year a photo depicting one of last year’s performers, taken by current performer
Apollo Clark, convinced potential showgoers to attend.
“It’s just very moving,”
Joughin said.
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For Rent

Apartments & Houses
Orono & Old Town
Efficiencies, 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 bedroom places
Available June 1st & September 1st

KC Management
69 Main Street, Orono

phone: 866-7027

Check out our website for locations and prices.

Website:
www.kcmanagementinc.com
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KU, UK highlight favorites in March tourney
This year’s tournament
involves a unique element during tourney time. Unlike years
past when the front-runners
were mostly obvious, this year’s
bracket is going to open up a lot
of unknowns. With past champions North Carolina, Kansas and
back-to-back champion Florida
reigning dominant throughout
most of their respective seasons,
it wasn’t surprising when they
cut down the nets in early April.
This year’s bracket is quite
the contrast, with a few teams
just barely poking their necks
out in front of the competition.
The talks surrounding the young,
vibrant Kentucky, and the polished, groomed Kansas squads
are hard to ignore, but even the
guys getting paid to tell you

about them have their doubts
about these so-called favorites.
This word is about as good
as you’re going to get. The
favorites to win this year’s
college national championship
are Kentucky and Kansas. I
know, quite shocking, but it’s
the obvious choice of a team
with the most talent and the best
all-around squad. Kentucky
possesses more talent than any
team in the country and can
run any club out of the gym on
any given night. Kentucky can
also show its youth, which is
its biggest strength and most
glaring weakness, and crumble
to a disappointing performance,
something that’s logical during a
big March game.
On the other hand, Kansas

has the best balance of insideoutside in the country. The
Jayhawks have a deep veteran
team with members who have
been to the big show before, and
can match up with anyone in the
country. They lack the breakout
athlete that Kentucky has in John
Wall, Syracuse has in Wesley
Johnson and Ohio State has in
Evan Turner. All three teams can
beat Kansas on any floor. They
might not get blown out, but this
Kansas team could be on the
sidelines by the time the Sweet
16 rolls around.
As you try and struggle
through this last week of school
and the time at Fogler seems to
never end, just think about the
sweet unknowns amongst us in
March.

Amy Brooks •
Photo Editor

Tony Patane
flips the ball to
second base to
start a double
play in a home
game last season. Patane and
the Black Bears
opened their
2010 season at
Lamar this past
weekend. They
dropped all three
contests, losing
4-2 on Friday
night and 6-1
and 5-4 in 17
innings. UMaine
heads to North
Carolina for a
three-game series with the Tar
Heels beginning
Friday night.

Indoor Track
from Page 12

with a 7.19 second sprint in the
preliminary heats.
The qualifiers did not disappoint, as the lady Black Bears
went 5-6-7 in the 55 to score crucial points in a closely contested
meet.
In the 200, freshman Cearha
Miller ran 24.43, good for second
place overall and a new UMaine
record.
“To set a school record is exciting and nerve racking all at the
same time because even though
I set the record I know I can go
harder and faster, especially with
the former record holder running
by my side pushing me to be better in all my races,” Miller said.
Senior Ally Howatt, former
dual record holder in the 55 and
200-meter dashes, took fourth in
the 400 with her season best time
of 56.86.
UMaine’s heavy hitters in the
distance events, fronted by soph-

omore Corey Conner, played a
key role in Maine’s impressive
showing. Conner laid down a
4:49.67 in the mile run, bringing
home the conference crown and
besting a school record held by
University of Maine director of
academic support for student athletes Ann (England) Maxim for
the last 25 years.
UMaine ended the day with
106 points, climbing to fourth
place, where pre-season polls
predicted they would finish.
The men finished day one in
fifth place after junior James Berry took second in the pole vault
at a record-tying 15-09 and freshman Jamie Ruginski leaped 2304 to nab third place in the long
jump. They also qualified four
athletes in three events.
Senior Landis Williams made
the most of his qualification, winning the men’s 55-meter dash in
6.46 seconds and keeping the
Black Bears competitive.
Riley Masters, as expected,
pulled off a major performance
following his sub-four mile last

weekend. Masters won the 3,000meter run in 8:14.66, showing
the entire conference why he
deserved his Most Outstanding
Rookie award from one year ago
and letting them know the best is
yet to come.
“Right now we’re focusing on
getting into nationals. There are
a few last chance meets for the
people who have hit the provisional times. Hopefully I can get
into a fast race. We are looking at
meets in New York, Washington
and at Notre Dame.”
Sophomore Jimmy Reed finished second in the 55-meter
hurdles in 7.64, tying the record
held by his father for the second
week in a row.
“Having run 7.64 the past two
weeks has been a bit frustrating.
I seem to have hit a little bit of a
barrier,” Reed said. “I just need
to keep pushing and attacking
the hurdles and getting my lead
leg down quick. If I can do that
I think I can hit around 7.5, and
with some really good competition at New Englands and IC4A’s,

I think it can happen.”
The men’s team reached as
high as third place as the meet
progressed, buoyed by performances by senior Miles Bartlett
(third in the 800, 1:52.00) and
freshman Jadrien Cousens (second in the high jump, 6-06), but
they were done in by the lack
of depth the University at Albany used to claim the men’s and
women’s titles. The Black Bears
ultimately fell to sixth place with
84 points, where preseason polls
also predicted they would land.
“It’s kind of disappointing,
but we were right in the mix of
things. A few more points and
we would’ve had fourth, and we
would’ve gotten those points if
we hadn’t suffered some freak
injuries,” said senior captain Corey Bean.
The Black Bears will be in
the mix of things next weekend
as they head back to Boston University for the third meet in a
row, the New England Championships. The meet begins on Feb.
26 at 3 p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 24
Men’s Basketball
vs. Albany in Orono
7:30 p.m.

Thursday, Feb. 25
Swimming and Diving
America East Championship in
Boston, Mass.
TBA

Upcoming Games

The depths of winter are
tough up here in the middle of
Maine.
Although
the weather
has been
generous
this year,
it doesn’t
discount the
drag that’s
produced
Jesse Scardina
by the
short days
and long
nights. Just when we’re about to
drift over the edge on account
of schoolwork piled up before
break, March Madness is there
for us to look forward to — to
catch us just before we go over
completely.

Friday, Feb. 26
Baseball
at North Carolina in Chapel Hill, N.C.
3 p.m.
Indoor Track & Field
New England Championships in
Boston, Mass.
3 p.m.
Men’s Hockey
at Merrimack in North Andover, Mass.
7 p.m.
Swimming and Diving
America East Championships in
Boston, Mass.
TBA

Saturday, Feb. 27
Baseball
at North Carolina in Chapel Hill, N.C.
2 p.m.
Men’s Basketball
at Boston University in Boston, Mass.
2:30 p.m.
Indoor Track & Field
New England Championships in
Boston, Mass.
3 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
vs. Albany in Orono
7 p.m.
Men’s Hockey
at Merrimack in North Andover, Mass.
7 p.m.
Swimming and Diving
America East Championships in
Boston, Mass.
TBA

Sunday, Feb. 28
Baseball
at North Carolina in Chapel Hill, N.C.
1 p.m.
Swimming and Diving
America East Championships in
Boston, Mass,
TBA
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Men’s Hockey East Standings
Hockey East

Overall

GP W

L

T Pts GF GA W L

T GF GA

New Hampshire

23 14

5

4

32 86 66 15 10

5 104 97

Boston College

23 13

8

2

28 84 55 18 10

2 111 76

Maine

23 12

9

2

26 82 74 15 12

3 113 101

Boston University 23 11 10

2

24 79 74 14 13

3

99 97

Northeastern

23 11 11

1

23 58 71 16 13

1

81 84

UMass-Lowell

23 10 11

2

22 70 67 16 14

2

98 81

Massachusetts

24 11 13

0

22 62 79 16 15

0

88 99

Merrimack

22 10 11

1

21 69 69 13 15

1

91 92

Vermont

23

7

10

6

20 65 71 13 11

6

92 88

Providence

23

5

16

2

12 43 72 10 18

2

65 87

Athletes of the Week
Brian Flynn – Men’s Hockey

The sophomore forward from Lynnfield, Mass.,
had a record-setting weekend for the University of
Maine men’s hockey team. On Friday night, Flynn
became the first player in Black Bear history to
record seven points in a game. He had five goals,
which ties him for the single-game record, and also
tallied two assists. He outscored the University of
Massachusetts, Lowell team as UMaine won 8-4. In
Saturday night’s 4-2 loss, Flynn scored a third-period goal for UMaine.
Jesse Labreck – Track and Field

Amy Brooks • Photo Editor

Terrance Mitchell drives past a Hartford defender in the lane in Sunday’s home game against the
Hawks. UMaine improved to 10-4 in America East with a 66-52 victory.

Basketball
from Page 12

“We have to keep having
the mindset that nobody is going to come out and hand us
a game,” he said. “We have to

Hockey

from Page 12

Hawks to Saturday night’s win.
Falite scored two third-period goals, including the game
winner early in the frame, and
registered his 100th career
point with an assist on freshman center Riley Wetmore’s
go-ahead goal in the second.
His second goal put UMaine
away with 6:27 left in the third
period. Falite has 14 career
points against UMaine, with
eight goals and six assists.
“I don’t know what it is. I
play well against them,” Falite
said. “It’s nice to get [100

go and play our basketball. We
have to lock down on defense,
attack the glass like we did
tonight and keep going at the
rim on the offensive end.”
UMaine will play their final home game of the season
this Wednesday at the Alfond

Arena and will look to keep
up the consistency they have
displayed all season. Bernal
will be honored as the team’s
lone senior before tip-off
against the University of Albany which is scheduled for
7:30 p.m.

points]. Not a lot of players get
to do it.”
The Black Bears had won
their previous seven home
games.
“They won those one-on-one
battles that we won last night,”
Whitehead said. “They really
earned this victory.”
“They outworked us all over
the ice,” said UMaine junior
defenseman Jeff Dimmen.
Flynn brought the Black
Bears back within a goal midway through the third period with his sixth goal of the
weekend. His wrister from the
left point skimmed the crossbar over the shoulder of River

Hawks goalie Carter Hutton.
Falite then put an exclamation point on his night with a
rising wrister from the right
point into the far corner that
was aided by center Ben Holmstrom’s screen at the net front.
UMaine goalie Scott Darling
“didn’t even see it,” Falite said.
“Benny was in front of me and
he had no chance of seeing it.”
Hutton shook off Friday’s
loss, in which he allowed
UMaine’s last five goals in two
plus periods in relief of Nevin
Hamilton, to turn away 24
shots. He improved to 10-10-0.
“He played really well,”
Dimmen said. “He shut us down

The sophomore from Oakland, Maine, was
named the Most Outstanding Field Performer in this
weekend’s America East Indoor Championships.
Labreck won the high jump, tying the record set by
former UMaine star Claire Poliquin in 2004. She
also placed second in the triple jump. Her performance helped UMaine finish fourth in the meet.
on the power plays and he was
a big difference in the game.”
Lowell outshot UMaine 3126, and Darling made 27 saves
while falling to 15-5-3.
Wetmore scored his sixth
goal of the season in the final
minute of an otherwise scoreless second period to give the
River Hawks a 2-1 lead into the
second intermission. Wetmore
one-timed Falite’s pass out
of the corner to the high slot
through Darling’s five hole.
“[Wetmore] found an open
spot and I just gave it to him,”
Falite said.
The River Hawks are 13-1-2
when leading after two periods,

while UMaine is 1-9-1 when
trailing in the same situation.
“We practice that a lot, playing with one-goal leads, and
it’s nice to actually execute it,”
Falite said.
After UMaine managed to
stay penalty-free throughout
Friday’s game, they gave the
River Hawks three power plays
in the first period while earning
four of their own. Both teams
were able to capitalize once in
the period.
“We knew they were calling
it tight from the start,” Falite
said. “We really cleaned it up
after that.”
Dimmen gave UMaine a 1-

0 lead 12:13 into the opening
period with his seventh goal in
UMaine’s last eight games. The
River Hawks equalized 2:18
later as UMaine left wing Mike
Banwell watched from the penalty box.
Lowell went one-for-four
with the man advantage while
UMaine was one-for-five.
UMaine’s power play leads the
nation.
“We felt pretty good about
ourselves killing off a couple
of power plays,” MacDonald
said. “I thought we did a nice
job, even though they did get a
power play goal. They’re very
dangerous.”

AL 2010
from Page 12

MFA IN
EMERGENT
MEDIA
The future is in the eyes
of the innovators.
Create. Collaborate. Innovate.
Are you ready to write the next chapter of the
digital revolution? Champlain's residential
Master of Fine Arts (MFA) has been designed
for a select group of individuals who are
ready to explore the bounds of their own
creativity, develop the skills to master the
technology, and flourish in a collaborative
environment. Envision your future with us.

AUGMENTED REALITY EXPERIENCE
An Individualized Interactive Web Experience
To learn more about our MFA in Emergent Media,
visit our augmented reality experience
at emergent.champlain.edu

Now Accepting applications

MFA.champlain.edu

The Yankees are the defending champs and return virtually
everyone useful in their lineup
and pitching staff and added star
outfielder Curtis Granderson. The
only question mark is the age of
New York players and whether
they can withstand injuries.
No doubt, though, the Yankees
will be in the hunt for October
because they have a star-studded
lineup and a maximum payroll to
buy anyone they want.
The other chief challenger will
be the Rays. They slumped last
season after winning the AL East
crown and pennant in 2008, but
they have a young, rising squad
with plenty of star power. Evan
Longoria and Carl Crawford are
perennial All-Stars, while Matt
Garza and James Shields anchor
a solid rotation. David Price
and B.J. Upton are the biggest
question marks and if they can
produce at as high of a level as
their potential suggests, the Rays
will be in it for the long run. In
addition, star prospects Desmond
Jennings and Jeremy Hellickson will be available during the
season.
The teams may end up with
the top three records in the
league, but only two can make
the playoffs. The Red Sox pitching staff will be the best and if
their offense doesn’t pick up, they
have plenty of chips to trade for a
slugger like Adrian Gonzalez. I’ll
take the Red Sox and Yankees as
the two playoff teams, although I
will probably be wrong with my
prediction and the Orioles and
Blue Jays will surge to the top.
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Scoreboard

Flynn sets
school record
Sophomore winger records
seven points on Friday

11

Softball (Fri.)
Softball (Fri.)
Softball (Sat.)
Softball (Sat.)
Baseball (Fri.)
Baseball (Sat.)

12
3
6
0
2
1

7
4
7
5
4
6

Baseball (Sat.)
Men’s Hockey
Men’s Hockey
Women’s Hockey
Women’s Basketball
Men’s Basketball

UMKC
Texas Tech
UMKC
Texas Tech
Lamar
Lamar

4
8
2
1
62
66

5
4
4
3
72
52

Lamar
UMass-Lowell
UMass-Lowell
BU
Binghamton
Hartford

The madness of
March
Wide-open field in 2010
tourney
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Sox have Bears split weekend with River Hawks
pitching, Flynn records seven points on Friday night against UMass-Lowel, sets UMaine record in 8-4 win
trade chips
to win AL

against a really good defensive team.”
Flynn’s previous career high for points
in a game came in November, when he
Paul Kariya never did it. Neither did tallied five against St. Lawrence UniverJim Montgomery, Scott Pellerin, Jean- sity.
“You have to congratulate a young
Yves Roy, or Cal Ingraham. In fact, no
player in the storied history of University man for having a remarkable evening,”
of Maine hockey had ever scored seven Lowell coach Blaise MacDonald said.
“He got some fortunate bounces, but most
points in a game — until Friday night.
UMaine sophomore left wing Brian importantly he was able to capitalize on
Flynn set the school’s single-game scor- his bounces.”
Flynn notched his hat trick goal just
ing record with five goals and two assists
to lead an 8-4 trouncing of the University 3:35 into the second period, converting at
of Massachusetts-Lowell River Hawks the net front where all five goals would
come from. All of Flyin the first game of a
nn’s goals were scored
weekend set at Alfond
Friday
8-4
at even strength.
Arena. Flynn’s five
“It was kind of one
goals also tied a school
Saturday
2-4
of those days where
record last matched by
everything was kind
Jay Mazur in 1987.
Gary Conn was the first Black Bear to of going our way,” Flynn said. “My two
linemates played great tonight.”
score five in a game.
UMaine’s top line of Flynn, right wing
“I’m surprised someone else hasn’t
gotten seven,” said UMaine coach Tim Gustav Nyquist and center Tanner House
Whitehead. “I’m happy for Brian. He’s combined for six goals and ten assists.
worked extremely hard and he really Nyquist had a goal and four assists and
leads UMaine with 47 points on the seaearned a lot of bounces tonight.”
UMaine lost Saturday’s weekend fi- son. House contributed four assists. The
nale 4-2 to settle for a weekend split. line looked for improvement after failing
They stand at 15-12-3 overall and 12-9-2 to connect for a goal the previous weekin Hockey East play as they approach the end.
“We weren’t happy with how we
final two weekends of the regular season.
UMaine will travel to Merrimack College played last weekend,” Flynn said. “It was
good to pick it back up tonight.”
for two games next weekend.
“They got a little extra rest this week
Flynn scored twice in the first and third
periods Friday and once in the second. and you could see the extra jump in their
The Black Bears rallied for four third-pe- legs,” Whitehead said. “I was proud of
riod goals to fend off the River Hawks, how they competed.”
Lowell senior left wing Kory Falite’s
who made it a 5-4 game with 13:01 rethree-point game propelled the River
maining.
“I’m not sure the last time I saw that,”
Whitehead said. “That’s remarkable
See Hockey on 11

By Steven McCarthy
Staff Writer

The past three years the American League representative in the
World Series has come from the
same division: the AL East. In
2007, the
Boston Red
Sox swept
their way to
their second
title of the
decade,
while the
young and
Adam Clark
upstart
Tampa Bay
Rays advanced to the Fall Classic
in 2008. Last season, the New
York Yankees won their 27th
World Series title in franchise
history.
This season, those same three
teams are expected to battle for
the division title, while the Baltimore Orioles and Toronto Blue
Jays are in the process of rebuilding. With pitchers and catchers
reporting and spring training
almost in full swing, the future is
bright for Red Sox fans.
This offseason marked a
transformation of the Red Sox,
who have gone away from their
power approach and are focused
on pitching and defense. As the
AL Wildcard winners last season,
Boston saw their top hitter Jason
Bay leave via free agency. They
acquired Adrian Beltre, Marco
Scutaro and Mike Cameron to fill
out their lineup.
With Beltre, Scutaro, Dustin
Pedroia and Kevin Youkilis in the
infield, the Red Sox have aboveaverage to excellent defenders
at all four positions. Jacoby
Ellsbury shifts to left field, while
Mike Cameron will man center
and J.D. Drew will play right.
If Cameron’s 37-year-old legs
hold up, all three outfielders can
cover a lot of ground and are very
instinctive with their reads.
The pitching staff was bolstered by the acquisition of prized
righthander John Lackey. With
Jon Lester emerging as one of the
top pitchers in the game, along
with Josh Beckett and Lackey,
Boston has three No. 1 starters.
Add in Daisuke Matsuzaka, who
just two years ago won 18 games
and is reportedly in his best shape
ever, as well as young righty
Clay Buchholz and veteran Tim
Wakefield, and the Red Sox have
six capable above-average starters. The bullpen will be a strength
with power arms Jonathan Papelbon closing and Daniel Bard
setting him up.
The biggest question mark
heading into the season is the
offense for the Red Sox. Marco
Scutaro had a career year last
year, but is already in his 30s,
while Cameron is aging and Beltre is an enigma at the plate. Replacing Bay will be tough, but the
Sox can do it. Pedroia is poised to
go back to his 2008 MVP form,
Youkilis has established himself
as an All-Star and they will have
a full season from catcher Victor
Martinez.
Ellsbury is the fastest player
the Red Sox have ever had and
Drew is one of the most underrated players in the game despite
missing extensive periods of
time due to injury. If aging star
David Ortiz can avoid having a
monumental slump to start the
season and play more like he did
in the second half, then the Red
Sox should be fine.
General manager Theo
Epstein and Co. has changed the
club since their first World Series
title in 2004. No longer are they
one of juggernaut offenses in the
game like the Yankees. With a
young core and an emphasis on
pitching, the Red Sox are poised
to break out again in 2010, but
they will have their challenges.
See AL 2010 on 11

Amy Brooks • Photo Editor

Will O’Neill tries to control the puck along the boards in Saturday night’s
game against UMass-Lowell. The River Hawks upended UMaine 4-2 to split the
weekend series.

Labreck’s
efforts
pace UM
at AE meet
By Derek McKinley
Staff Reporter

ing, with 16 apiece to go with
two blocks and several more
altered shots. Burnatowski
added 10 points and seven rebounds while also recording
two blocks.
“We really focused on rebounding cause that’s something we have struggled in the
past with,” Burnatowski said.
“We’re focusing on getting a
box out on every man, getting
a rebound and attacking the
glass and getting some second
shots.”
They out-rebounded Hartford by a whopping margin of
23 and recorded 16 secondchance points.
McNally held this game as
a mold that the Black Bears
need to continue to use to have
success down the stretch of
the season.

Any member of the University of Maine track and field team
will tell you that it’s not about
how you start, but how you finish. Despite reeling off a number of awe-inspiring individual
performances during the indoor
season, the Black Bear men and
women couldn’t hold it together
as a team when they competed
for the America East conference
championship this weekend at
Boston University.
The women finished the first
day of competition in seventh
place, with every reason to be
worried. Sophomore standout
Jesse Labreck had been seeded
second in the women’s 55-meter
hurdles, a chick pick to take home
the crown and set the tone for
the following day, but she failed
to make it out of the qualifying
round when she caught a hurdle
and got out of rhythm.
The final round failed to break
eight seconds, as top-seeded
freshman Nikko Brady of Boston
University coasted to a win in
8.04 on top of her long jump victory, which earned her the Most
Outstanding Rookie award.
As a testament to performances being about how you finish,
Labreck came back for day two
on a mission. Seeded first in two
other events, she brought home
first in the high jump (5-08), tying a conference record in the
process, and second place in the
triple jump (40-02.75), kicking
in 18 points to the team effort en
route to winning the Most Outstanding Field Performer award,
cementing her status as one of the
best female athletes in the conference.
The women’s team held its
ground on day one and qualified
six athletes for finals in four different events the next day, including sophomore Jill O’Brien, who
broke the 55-meter dash record

See Basketball on 11

See Indoor Track on 10

Travis Hall • The Maine Campus

Jimmy Howard instructs a group of youngsters during a clinic at Alfond Arena on Friday afternoon. The former UMaine star goaltender
is the No. 1 goalie for the Detroit Red Wings. He ranks fifth among NHL goalies in save percentage (.927) and has the sixth-best goalsagainst average (2.28). Howard currently has time off during the Olympic break.

Bernal, McNally lift Bears past Hawks
By Michael Pare

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
men’s basketball team did
exactly what they had to do
against a depleted University
of Hartford squad Sunday afternoon, coasting to their 10th
conference win by the score of
66-52 at Alfond Arena Sunday
afternoon.
The win, which brought
UMaine to 18-9 (10-4 America
East) on the season was made
easier for the Black Bears
when it was announced before
the game that Hartford starters Andres Torres, Anthony
Minor, and leading scorer Joe
Zeglinski would be sidelined
for the game due to violation
of team rules.
“It was something on our
campus and I don’t want to
make more of this than it is,”

said Hartford coach Dan Leibovitz. “These are great kids,
this is not criminal behavior,
this is just something as a
coach that I wanted to make
a statement on and hope that
message sinks in, and I think
it did.”
In their place, the Hawks
rolled out a young and inexperienced lineup that struggled
to keep up with UMaine’s
physical frontline, but put out
an effort that satisfied their
coach.
“We were a little overmatched going into it with the
youth and personnel we put
on the floor,” Leibovitz said.
“But I felt pretty good about
it, it’s a very good team we
were playing against.”
For UMaine’s part, they
played a balanced game on both
ends of the floor, out-rebounding Hartford 49 to 26, and out-

scoring them in the paint 38
to 14. America East Player of
the Game Junior Bernal, who
was honored for scoring his
1,000th career point at UNH
on Monday, spearheaded both
efforts as he stuffed the stat
sheet to the tune of 13 points,
10 rebounds, six assists and
did yeoman’s work on the defensive end with three steals.
“He’s been doing that for us
all year,” said UMaine coach
Ted Woodward. “You don’t
become a 1,000-point scorer,
500 rebounds, 300 assists and
150 steals-player without being very consistent in all of
those areas. He’s been doing a
great job all season long.”
Forwards Sean McNally
and Murphy Burnatowski were
also instrumental in wearing
down the Hawks’ depleted
lineup. McNally led UMaine
in both scoring and rebound-

